Site.Pro
The website building tool

Design and publish your websites in minutes!
Site.Pro is an easy to use,
point-and-click site builder which
allows even the most novice user to
create and deploy a website in no
time.

Working with Site.pro builder is fun,
fast and interactive and what’s more
important, it doesn’t require any
coding or designing skills!

Pick...

All the elements on a page can be
customized, re-arranged or replaced with a
few clicks.

There are over 180 website templates
available, with sleek and modern designs,
covering a wide range of activities.

Whether you’re starting your online store,
creating your travel blog or simply need a
personal page to share your ideas with
the world, Site.Pro has you covered.

personalize...
All templates are very easy to edit and ultra customizable so they fit even the most demanding needs.

You can add, move or delete individual
items straight from your browser. Simply
click on a feature to reveal the available
options.

personalize...
The wide selection of available plugins makes it extremely simple to create a powerful, modern and feature rich website, without
the need to also build and test the integration between platforms. The full list of plugins is included below:

You can link your site to social networks like Facebook or Twitter, add an online store and your preferred payment gateway or
enable customer support widgets like Zopim instantly.

Preview...
You can preview your work at any point, directly in your browser, so
you don’t have to keep using hosts files or other awkward testing
methods to check your progress.

Don’t forget about mobile devices!
With a plethora of devices available on the market nowadays,
it’s important to make sure your website is optimized for
mobile and tablets too, not only for the traditional desktop.
Site.Pro lets you create multiple versions of your website, each
of them suitable for a certain device type. When using the
preview feature, you can check how your site looks like in each
of these device views and have the same user experience as
your visitors.

publish!
Your site can go live with just a click of a button. When you’re done editing and you’re happy with the content,
simply hit Publish to share your cool creation with the rest of the world. That’s it!

Site.Pro top features
●

Ultra customizable

●

Published Site.Pro sites do not have any server-side backend
code to secure and maintain; published code is pure HTML /
javascript, minimizing the available attack surface.

With over 180 no-grid templates and more than 40
languages available, Site.Pro provides much flexibility to
create websites for an international audience

●

Simple to use

●

Super fast sites
The lightweight nature of HTML sites makes them very fast
and responsive as there are no database queries to slow the
requests.

White-label
Perfect for resellers - upload your logo, customize the plans
and resources and start offering Site.Pro to your own
customers. The Enterprise license also supports custom
templates which you can create and make available to your
end users.

No complex coding required! With a straightforward and
intuitive interface, Site.Pro is significantly easier to use than
WordPress or other website builders available online

●

High-security code

●

Unlimited sites
One license fee allows you to build as many websites as you
want. No limits.

Plans and pricing
Features / License

Premium
£9.95 / mo
$12.95 / mo

Enterprise
£19.95 / mo
$24.95 / mo

180+

180+

Custom Domain for Site.Pro deployment

✓

✓

Add / remove custom Logo

✓

✓

Remove Site.Pro link exchange button

✓

✓

Custom templates

✗

✓

Builder hosted on your own server

✗

✓

Toolbar customization

✗

✓

Auto- backup of builder files

✗

✓

Templates

Ready to order?
For any questions about Site.Pro or the ordering process
please reach out to our Sales team:
sales@layershift.com

